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Introduction: Federalism and Voting Rights
An explicitly written, an affirmative right to vote is not in the U.S. Constitution. Several Framers of the 
Constitution believed that most citizens should not have the right to vote. Ultimately, they left the decision 
about who can vote up to the states. Article 1, Section 4 states: “The Times, Places and Manner of holding 
Elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each State by the Legislature thereof; but 
the Congress may at any time by Law make or alter such Regulations…”

Early in the history of the United States, states mostly restricted access to the ballot to White, landowning, 
men. A few states, like New Jersey, were less restrictive. In its 1776 state constitution, New Jersey granted 
the right to vote to any property-owning inhabitant who lived in the state and was of age to vote. This included 
single women who owned property, but not married women because they could not own property. Similarly, 
African Americans in New Jersey could vote if they met the requirements. The few states that were like New 
Jersey eventually restricted suffrage to White male citizens who paid taxes. 

Though the federal (United States) government was not granted the power to determine voting rights, its early 
influence on voting was through determining who could and could not be called a citizen. Article 1, Section 8 
of the Constitution gives Congress the power to “establish a uniform rule of naturalization.” This broadened 
access to citizenship for some groups and denied others the ability to become U.S. citizens. Congress passed 
the Naturalization Act of 1790, for example, to open a path for free white immigrants to become citizens and 
thereby eligible to vote. The law did not grant citizenship to Native Americans, free or enslaved Black people, 
indentured servants, married women, and non-White immigrants. 

In 1868 and 1870, the 14th and 15th Amendments were ratified. Together, they were meant to grant voting 
rights for Black men. The Citizenship Clause of the 14th Amendment granted U.S. citizenship to anyone born 
or naturalized in the United States, including people who were formerly enslaved. The 15th Amendment 
explicitly stated that states could not deny citizens the right to vote on the grounds of “race, color, or previous 
condition of servitude.” In this case “citizens” only included men. (It was not until the 19th Amendment was 
ratified in 1920 that women were granted the right to vote as a matter of federal law. ) Immediately after 
the passage of the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments, during Reconstruction, many African Americans voted. 
But Reconstruction collapsed when federal troops who were enforcing the amendments withdrew from 
former Confederate states. Those states (as well as a number of states which did not secede) restricted 
access to the ballot for Black men through court rulings, state and local laws, poll taxes, literacy tests, and 
voter intimidation. The federal government did not enforce the 14th and 15th Amendments for decades after 
Reconstruction, leading to the suppression of African Americans at the voting booth. 

The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 banned Chinese immigration and prohibited Chinese immigrants already 
residing in the United States from becoming citizens.  Chinese immigrants could not become United States 
citizens until the Act was repealed in 1943.

By the 1950s, during the civil rights movement, the federal government began to enforce the 14th and 
15th Amendments. In 1964, the 24th Amendment was ratified, prohibiting poll taxes in federal elections. In 
1965, Congress passed the Voting Rights Act, which helped the federal government enforce the 14th and 
15th Amendments. The federal government has created several laws since then that have expanded and 
protected voting rights for people who are disabled, non-English readers, overseas citizens, and more. 

The push and pull between the state and federal government over regulating access to the ballot remains. 
In 2013, the Supreme Court ruled that a provision of the 1965 Voting Rights Act was unconstitutional. 
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Specifically, the Supreme Court struck down a provision requiring jurisdictions with low voter turnout or 
registration in the 1972 election to get approval from the federal government if they wanted to change voting 
laws. In her dissent, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg wrote that eliminating this process “when it has worked 
and is continuing to work to stop discriminatory changes is like throwing away your umbrella in a rainstorm 
because you are not getting wet.”
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The Power of the State Government
Source A: Amendment to Article III of the Pennsylvania Constitution (1838)1

Source A Information: The Pennsylvania Constitution of 1838 retained several elements of the state’s 
1790 Constitution and made some changes. This image shows a change in Article III of the Pennsylvania 
Constitution, with the 1790 wording on the left and the updated wording for the 1838 Constitution on the 
right. By 1838, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont allowed emancipated 
Black men to vote. Southern states forbid freed or enslaved Black people from voting. And many more states, 
like Pennsylvania, had amended their constitutions to disenfranchise free Black men, who were previously 
able to vote in the state.

1790 1838
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Source B: An Act to Grant to the Women of Wyoming Territory the Right of Suffrage and to Hold 
Office (1869)2

Source B Transcription:

FEMALE SUFFRAGE.

CHAPTER 31.

AN ACT TO GRANT TO THE WOMEN OF WYOMING TERRITORY THE RIGHT OF  
SUFFRAGE, AND TO HOLD OFFICE.

Be it enacted by the Council and House of  Representatives of  the Territory of  Wyoming:

 Sec. 1. That every woman of  the age of  twenty-one years, residing in this territory, may, at every election to be 
holden under the laws thereof, cast her vote. And her rights to the elective franchise and to hold office shall be the 
same under the election laws of  the territory, as those of  electors. 

 Sec. 2. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage.

  Approved, December 10th 1869.

Source B Information: Wyoming was still a territory when it passed this 1869 law to grant women the right 
to vote and hold office. The law passed easily through the state legislature, which was primarily Democratic, 
and was then signed by the territory’s Republican governor. As a new territory in 1869, some voted for the bill 
as a way to attract people to settle in Wyoming, particularly women, who were scarce in the territory at that 
time.
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Questions to Consider for Sources A and B: 

1. Observe: What do you notice first about each source? What differences do you see between the 1790 
and 1838 versions of the Pennsylvania Constitution?

2. Reflect: These sources provide two examples of the power states hold over who can vote. What do these 
sources say about state governments’ power? Is its power over the vote a positive or negative force? Why 
or why not? Each state can make different laws about voting—in what way is that a good thing and in 
what way is that a bad thing?

3. Question: What questions do you have about one or both sources?
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The Power of the Federal Government
Source C: Majority Opinion in Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857)3

Source C Information: This is an excerpt from Chief Justice Roger B. Taney’s opinion in the 1857 Dred 
Scott v. Sandford case. In the case, Scott, an enslaved Black man, sued for his freedom. The Supreme Court 
ruled that Black people were not and could not become citizens of the United States and, therefore, could 
not have the rights of citizens, like the right to sue in court or the right to vote.

Source D: Dissenting Opinion in Elk v. Wilkins (1884)4

Source D Information: This is an excerpt from Justice John Marshall Harlan’s dissent in the 1884 Elk v. 
Wilkins case. The Supreme Court ruled against John Elk, a Native American who gave up his tribal affiliation, 
moved from his tribal lands, paid taxes, and attempted to vote. The majority opinion argued that the 14th 
Amendment’s Citizenship Clause did not apply to Native Americans. Justice Harlan disagreed with the 
majority opinion in his dissent.
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Source E: The Voting Rights Act (1965)5

Source E Information: This is an excerpt of the first page of the 1965 Voting Rights Act. Several additional 
sections are not shown. The Act was written to help the federal government enforce the 14th and 15th 
Amendments, which were typically not well-enforced after passage in 1868 and 1870, especially in Southern 
states during the Jim Crow era. Since its passage, this Act has been amended many times to expand voting 
rights to people who do not read English.

Questions to Consider for Sources C, D, and E:

1. Observe: What do you notice first about each source?

2. Reflect: These sources provide two examples of the power the federal government holds over who can 
vote. What do these sources say about the federal government’s power? Is its power over the vote a 
positive or negative force? Why or why not? 

3. Question: What questions do you have about one or both sources?
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Inquiry Question
Should the federal government have more power than state governments to set and enforce 
voting rules?

Explain your answer using the timeline and available documents.
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Extension Inquiry Question
Use the timeline, the sources available, and your own research to discuss the following:  

Have state governments or the federal government have been more instrumental in expanding 
access to voting rights in the course of American history? 

In the future, should the states or the federal government have primary responsibility for 
determining who has the right to vote?
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